Characterization of painful Restless Legs Syndrome sensations in an English-speaking South African population.
Background and aims Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is characterised by unusual sensations in the legs which can be described as painful in up to 60% of RLS patients. The purpose of this study was to characterise and examine whether the presence of pain influenced the words used to describe the sensations of RLS in an English speaking population. Methods RLS participants (n=55) were divided according to whether or not painful RLS sensations were reported upon questioning. They completed the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ), the International Restless Legs Syndrome Severity Scale (IRLS) and selected descriptors from a list of previously published RLS terms. Results Thirty-five percent of the RLS patients had painful sensations. The participants with painful RLS had higher Pain Rating Index (PRI) scores [median (interquartile range) 21 (17-28) vs. 14 (7.5-21) p=0.0008] and IRLS scores [23 (17-28) vs. 18 (11.5-22.5) p=0.0175] than the participants with non-painful RLS. Patients with painful RLS symptoms selected more pain-related literature terms, chose significantly different words in eight of the MPQ subclasses (both sensory and affective) and selected more intense descriptors from certain MPQ subclasses than the non-painful RLS group. The terms that characterised painful RLS were "aching", "painful", "cramping" and "unbearable". Conclusions Descriptors of RLS sensations are changed by the presence of pain, which may indicate an aetiological difference in the patients who have painful RLS. Clinically, patients complaining of cramping and painful sensations may be diagnosed with a condition that mimics RLS. Thus, it is important that the most accurate set of descriptors for RLS are used to enable recognition of RLS and optimised treatment according to the RLS phenotype. Implications The diagnosis of RLS may be improved by overcoming language and cultural barriers and obtaining differential diagnostic terms for painful conditions mimicking RLS.